


This is a special announcement. All of this can be yours, it pays for itself, and you can’t afford to go 
another day without it. It’s so good, I’d recommend it  even to the dead, who I hereby now advise to get 
their pencils and paper ready before the number flashes on the screen. In glorious grayscale, Papa 
Barnard, a barrel-chested one-time huckster, co-inventor of the Vitamix and self-credentialed food 
authority, looks down the camera's black throat from the interior of his 1949 test kitchen to proclaim the 
salubrious and monetary benefits of his marvelous machine. “What is doing this wonderful work? What  is 
causing this miracle?” Barnard invented not  only a domestic appliance so momentous it  became a 
lifestyle, but  an entirely new commercial medium, the direct-response television infomercial, a frothy 
blend of pedagogy and commercialism of which this half-hour is the first incarnation.

The Vitamix infomercial codified many of the features that now define the form. Papa Barnard maintains 
the pretense of a live audience that includes viewers on the other side of the screen, up until the point 
where he regrets not being able to offer us a smoothie sample. The demonstration is carried out in the 
stagy kitchen now standard for appliance infomercials and cooking shows, bowls of ingredients and piles 
of fruit  laid out nearby on the table: a desublimated, usable still life. The Vitamix is bundled, if you act 
right  now, with a Wheel O' Life nutrition chart  and additional pair of mixing bowls. Barnard's miraculous 
claims for the machine are embedded in healthy amounts of paternalistic pedantry and fear-mongering 
directed at the wives and mothers who are his target consumers. When you peel a carrot, America goes 
blind! 460,000 mashed potato-eating young men rejected by the draft board because of malnutrition! 
Smoothies for strength, smoothies for freedom, smoothies against communism! 

Barnard accompanies each ingredient added to the continuously whirring blender with a paean to its 
nutritional benefits, increasingly baroque, each addition marked with the obscure reassurance that “we’ll 
drink it  just  exactly like malted milk!” Raisins: “a sugar that  was in the Garden of Eden, made by God 
Almighty.” Peanuts: “the monkey's beefsteak.” The American apple in Barnard’s sermon is the surest 
proof of God’s love for our great nation, that  God reserved for us his greatest work of art, that  God “takes 
the paintbrush of old mother nature and for five months he labors, building the most  healthful fruit, 
painting the most  beautiful fruit, every apple on that  tree, oh! What  a wonderful artist!” God is an artist 
painting to your health. On the other hand, the woman who peels the apple, disdaining Barnard’s and , 
slightly less relevantly, God’s injunctions to respect the artwork’s integrity, becomes an Eve twice over: as 
if it  wasn’t enough to merely pluck the apple from its branch and eat  it, Barnard implies she evilly 
debases it as well, making a double mockery of God’s aesthetic virtuosity. But what  does Barnard and his 
machine produce, consecrated in God’s patriotism? Barnard’s cocktail, poured off and sipped at the 
infomercial’s end, is a gray, viscous sludge.  As it  must be, as is wholesome and right, God not  yet having 
seen fit to provide American televisions with color.

God the Father is an artist, painting the still lifes that  surround us in nature. Papa Barnard is an artist, 
taking that mediated abundance of value piled in his test  kitchen, and reducing it  to mush. Under the 
influence of modernism, lingering in our blood and hair like a drug whose hangover dissipated long ago, 
we see that  the still life of classical Dutch painting, the lemons, grapes, oysters, lobster, and pewter 
goblets of a de Heem, say, were already a kind of prototypical collage, a heteroclite aggregation of newly 
available global products and values. The seams, the diverse material origins of the represented objects, 
are left tacit. Dadaist  and cubist  collage satirized these still lifes formally by making those seams visible, 
and thematically by replacing the luscious fruits and fruits de mer with snippets of detritus, smeared, 
discarded commercial images and language. Schwitters walks into a bar and says to Bosschaert: your 
accumulation is worth less than you think. In fact, it’s mere trash. But  this once useful tactic no longer 
goes far enough when Picasso’s cafe tables are just nearly as priceless as Claesz’s kitchen islands.

Collage nevertheless still reigns across a wide range of media, in the form of sampling in music 
production, the overlay of animation or computer generated effects on filmed footage in cinema and 
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is still the marker of a certain expertise. It’s time to follow Papa Barnard into the future, where the work 
of art  will be to break down cell walls entirely, pulping the screen. It  will be tactile and tactical, tasted 
instead of seen or heard. We know well that domestic appliances can produce shifts in cognitive habits, as 
in the commonplace that  the ubiquity of computers has promoted copy-and-paste to something like a free-
floating medium-unbound innate mental function. Let  the blender, that miraculous machine, be our 
empathic guide. This is its special announcement. All of this can be ours, it pays for itself.


